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our research, we consistently identify software-led payments and eCommerce &
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at addressing these two areas, we believe it is important for investors to be kept abreast of
the company’s evolving offerings. Further, we believe many public equity investors tend to
underappreciate Stripe’s global scale and leading ability to serve the most complex
enterprise customers, particularly as it pertains to competitive dynamics vs. Adyen, PayPal
(Braintree), Fiserv (First Data), FIS (Worldpay), Global Payments, etc.
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Stipe Connect serves as an attractive alternative available to SaaS businesses in
monetizing payments & financial services: As we note in our prior research, SaaS
businesses have an array of options available to them in terms of monetizing payments,
beginning with the traditional integrated payments revenue share on one end of the
spectrum, ranging to the full-fledged PayFac option on the other end. However, we also
highlight attractive alternatives that can allow SaaS businesses to both benefit from the
monetization of payments & financial services (which in the case of Stripe, can be realized
via numerous “beyond payments” offerings such as Issuing, Capital, payouts, card present,
hardware, invoicing, subscription billing, additional services, etc.) and retain significant
control over their customer’s experience, but without the substantial upfront investment and
ongoing costs (e.g., regulatory compliance upkeep, opportunity cost of R&D investment)
required to maintain the capability. Further, partnering with Stripe allows the platform to
“future proof” its payments & financial services offering by leveraging Stripe’s global scale
and cadence of innovation.
Stripe is a leader (and gaining meaningful share) in the enterprise segment: Stripe
has become a leading merchant payment provider for enterprise customers. Stripe now
sources the majority of its “hundreds of billions” in volume (as of September 2019) via the
enterprise segment, and counts 40+ users with $1b+ in annual volumes – with Stripe’s
total enterprise-related volumes growing ~100% YoY. We note that Stripe ranked number
one in the recent Forrester Wave report with the strongest “current offering” and strongest
“strategy”. The report noted that Stripe is particularly successful at creating algorithms to
improve authorization rates, developing cutting-edge innovations and technology, and
providing merchants with powerful reporting tools. Notably, Stripe was the only provider to
receive a 5 out of 5 score in the “payments for platforms and marketplaces” category, a
new category in Forrester’s analysis (suggestive of where the market is heading).
DISCLOSURE APPENDIX AT THE BACK OF THIS REPORT CONTAINS IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES, ANALYST CERTIFICATIONS,
LEGAL ENTITY DISCLOSURE AND THE STATUS OF NON-US ANALYSTS. US Disclosure: Credit Suisse does and seeks to do business
with companies covered in its research reports. As a result, investors should be aware that the Firm may have a conflict of interest that could
affect the objectivity of this report. Investors should consider this report as only a single factor in making their investment decision.

Global scale & market reach continues to expand: Stripe now has 42 countries (and
more if including those that accompany the recent acquisition of Paystack) with local
acquiring capabilities (alongside numerous APM/LPMs that help to increase conversion,
including cards, wallets, bank debits, bank redirects, BNPL offerings, cash-based vouchers,
etc.), having added ~18 new markets over the past ~1.5 years. Stripe’s global scale is a
competitive advantage in working with SaaS platforms and other enterprise level customers,
with our panelists noting that as even when using PayFac enablers it can take time to
obtain the necessary licenses, form local partnerships, and comply with all local regulations.
Stripe can substantially improve the time to market in each of the markets in which it
operates.
Why Stripe’s offering is resonating with platforms: Our panelists noted several
reasons why small and large platforms are choosing Stripe and sticking with Stripe even as
the platform grows. According to our panelists, PayFacs can have many hidden ongoing
maintenance costs beyond the upfront investments that must be made, such as risk and
compliance management and technology support. Further, our panelists noted that
PayFacs may face the opportunity cost of whether to invest in upgrading payments
technology (and functionality to improve customer experience and avoid obsolescence) or
investing R&D capital in the core business offerings. Stripe provides a solution that keeps
platforms ahead of the rapid pace of innovation without sacrificing improvements to the
core product. Panelists also shared the benefits of being able to scale globally and reducing
the overall time to market relative to PayFacs that must obtain licenses and comply with all
regulatory requirements in new markets, on top of the payments infrastructure
requirements. Beyond payments, Stripe also offers additional methods of monetization with
a variety of additional financial services that can be offered to the platforms’ customers,
including card issuing, merchant financing, card present payments and POS hardware, etc.
Stripe estimates that these additional offerings expand CLTV by ~2-5x.
Additional points: 1) It is important for platforms to consider the broader monetization
opportunity when selecting a provider (i.e., weighing the revenue potential associated with
multiple products, scaling outside the US, etc. vs. simply looking at the cost components or
payments-only monetization figures); 2); Stripe believes that the reason it provides such a
good solution for enterprises is because it was originally built for startups. By focusing on
startup needs such as low complexity, simple integration, accelerated time to market, and
adaptability to new innovations, Stripe is also building a solution that enables enterprises to
be more agile like startups; 3) Our panel stated that software companies are encouraged to
look at the total cost of ownership when determining a chosen path for payments
integration, given that the upfront costs and ongoing maintenance costs may not justify
fully bringing payments in-house (although this will vary by business need); 4) We believe
that in addition to Stripe offering Issuing, Capital, and other financial services, the potential
product additions have a long runway (e.g., digital banking, AP automation, insurance,
etc.); 5) Stripe works with software platforms and merchants in an omnichannel manner via
both embedding its payments & financial services into third-party software and via Stripe
Terminal offerings; 6) Investors should be aware of potential growth opportunities for
companies with exposure to software-led payments given the expansive market opportunity,
relative levels of nascence outside the US, and the direction of the market (toward
software-led payments); 7) For further views on the broader Payments, Processor, &
FinTech sector, including the intersection of software and payments, please see our
industry presentation, “If Software is Eating the World…Payments is Taking a Bite”,
containing slides related to our coverage universe, industry data, private company map,
primer-like material, and “The Credit Suisse Payments, Processors, & FinTech Top 40
Industry Themes”.
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Payment Facilitation and Beyond...The Next
Frontier in SaaS Monetization
The event, titled, “Payment Facilitation and Beyond...The Next Frontier in SaaS Monetization”,
consisted of a presentation by Stripe’s Head of Platform Sales for North America around the
concept of SaaS platform monetization of payments and additional financial services, followed
by a panel discussion with Stripe users Wix and SportsEngine, along with investor perspectives
provided by GI Partners and T. Rowe Price. Wix is a cloud-based web development company
that enables millions of users to create their own websites and integrate commerce functionality
using Stripe’s commerce enablement tools. SportsEngine, a division of NBC Sports Group, is a
provider of sport relationship management software that helps athletics leagues, clubs, and
teams manage their organizations, with Stripe providing the payments engine and tools to assist
with finances, invoicing, fundraising, etc.
We note that while Stripe has roots as a “start-up enabler”, originally focusing on payment
processing for smaller Silicon Valley-based start-ups (and ultimately, tech high fliers), the
business has evolved over time to become a leading enterprise provider as well – uniquely
capable of servicing a full range of customers, from day one startups to the largest global
enterprises. Not only have many of Stripe’s merchant clients and partners grown at a rapid pace
(such as Shopify and Lyft), with Stripe growing along with them, but Stripe’s offering itself has
evolved over the years (partially out of necessity to expand with said merchants).

Stripe has evolved over time to become a
leading enterprise provider with global scale
and reach – all facets we believe are
underappreciated by public equity market
investors, as it pertains to competitive
dynamics vs. Adyen, PayPal (Braintree), Fiserv
(First Data), FIS (Worldpay), Global Payments,
etc. over the coming decade

Stripe believes that the reason it provides such a good solution for enterprises is because it was
originally built for startups. By focusing on startup needs such as low complexity, simple
integration, an accelerated time to market, and adaptability to new innovations, Stripe is also
building a solution that enables enterprises to be more agile like startups. Additionally, Stripe is
now well-catered for enterprise usage, and boasts local acquiring capabilities in 42 countries –
all facets we believe are underappreciated by public equity market investors, as it pertains to
competitive dynamics vs. Adyen, PayPal (Braintree), Fiserv (First Data), FIS (Worldpay), Global
Payments, and others over the coming decade.
Figure 1: Stripe enterprise and SaaS platform customers (examples by sub-segment)

eCommerce & Retail

B2B Platforms

Software as a Service

B2C Marketplaces

Non-Profits & Fundraising

Source: Company data, Stripe
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Stripe payments monetization for SaaS Platforms
Stripe Connect enables its partners (marketplaces, travel sites, membership, and other vertical
SaaS businesses such as SportsEngine, Mindbody, Lightspeed, and Wix), to monetize
payments and other financial services. The prior SaaS model was to focus on solely providing a
software service on a subscription basis (i.e., SaaS 1.0), with payments integration being an
afterthought. Over time, software companies began to realize the power of monetizing
payments and the profitability it could bring, and the PayFac model began to be employed (full
ownership of payments processing by the SaaS company, and significant monetization, albeit
with more meaningful up-front and ongoing costs).
Stripe Connect serves as an attractive alternative to the traditional integrated payments revenue
share model (on one end of the spectrum) and the full-fledged PayFac model (software owned
payments, on the other end of the spectrum). The Stripe Connect platform offers accelerated
onboarding of merchants, the removal of onerous upfront and ongoing costs from the process
(headcount for programmers to build platforms in-house, KYC / AML tech, underwriting /
onboarding tech, etc.), and accelerates time to market for the payments product. This speed to
market allows partners to ramp incredibly fast (vs. what can be 12-18 months for a PayFac,
although faster with a PayFac enabler, which can cut the time by more than half), growing
profitability at a higher rate, while allowing their partners to focus on their core competency in
building their platform (not running a payments business).
Stripe has envisioned a world beyond payments integration to one of full commerce enablement
with the integration of additional financial services, ranging from card issuing to lending and
beyond. Each financial service can offer opportunities to create additional revenue streams for
the platform while enhancing customer engagement, improving customer retention and
therefore LTV. The method of monetization varies based upon the Stripe commerce enablement
financial product, but can also vary based on the size of the platform and/or other custom
features or pricing models (e.g, marking up, charging additional service fees). We expect pricing
and monetization strategies to evolve over time.
Figure 2: Platforms have access to an array of additional financial services to offer

Source: Company website
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Payments – Stripe Payments is the foundational payments engine upon which the
company was built, enabling complete payments integration for any business. With
Payments, businesses are able to monetize transaction flow by marking up payment
transactions/adding transaction fees, offering paid payments plans to customers to have
access to payments functionality (collect payments, accept donations, sell gift cards, sell
subscriptions, etc.), or collecting a percentage of the transaction volume in some form. We
note that payments monetization strategies can vary across platforms, and that more than
one means of monetizing can be employed (e.g., platform can mark up transactions, but
also add monthly fees to access a more premium set of features, which reduces
dependency on payments volumes).
Issuing – With Issuing, platforms and marketplaces can issue cards and virtual cards for
end users and offer card controls to help manage expenses with spending limits, approved
transaction types, and use limits (e.g., Postmates uses Stripe Issuing to issue cards for
their couriers that have controls that only allow for transactions to take place at the
courier’s specified pickup location). Issuing expands the payments ecosystem into a greater
portion of flows that come through the platform, going beyond user transaction volume.
Figure 3: Example embedded payments page

Figure 4: Example card created with Stripe Issuing

Source: Company website

Source: Company website

Capital – Capital is a lending capability through which platforms can provide financing to
their customers. By facilitating accessible financing for customers, platforms also benefit
from the customer growth stimulated by the access to additional capital and through the
formation of a more durable customer relationship. Stripe Capital works in a similar fashion
to Square Capital, providing loans to acquiring clients (most of which are small businesses),
and collecting loan repayments as a fixed percentage of daily sales (vs. the typical fixed
interest + principal payment structure). Merchant acquirers are typically well positioned to
lend given the level of transactional data they receive via the payments processing
relationship (and even more if the reporting feature is integrated). We note that the loans
are issued by Celtic Bank, a Utah-Chartered Industrial Bank (Stripe’s partner bank for this
offering).
Instant Payouts – Allows the platform to offer fast access to funds (i.e., enabling the time
between payment acceptance and merchant payout to be reduced to a few minutes) to
underlying merchants (sellers, contractors, freelancers, service providers, etc.) globally. For
example, Housecall Pro allows their customers (“house callers”) to request and receive
funds immediately. This is done via Visa Direct and Mastercard Send (“push to card”
services).
Offline revenue & hardware – Terminal makes it possible for platforms to offer solutions
for omnichannel payments by providing the hardware and technology required to accept
card present payments. Stripe Terminal devices can also be customized, allowing for
branding to appear on the hardware carried by the platform’s end users.
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Additional services – Platforms can earn additional fees for providing added services
such as chargeback protection and risk management with Radar, powered by Stripe’s
machine learning technology. Platforms may consider providing these added services free
of charge or as a package with other offerings to help customers limit charge backs and
enhance conversion and acceptance rates.
Figure 5: Stripe Terminal for POS payments (in-person)

Figure 6: Example loan managed through Stripe Capital

Source: Company website

Source: Company website

“Stripe offers enterprise-grade infrastructure that puts our customers on the
cutting edge of modern payments technology. The combination of Terminal
and Connect is a powerful integrated solution in the market for ambitious
platforms to facilitate payments for their merchants.” – Dax Dasilva, Lightspeed
Founder and CEO

With each customer, Stripe helps to identify commerce enablement opportunities for the
business to utilize additional Stripe services to grow their own capabilities. For example, with Wix,
there could be longer term potential to expand beyond Stripe Payments and Stripe Connect
(pay-in / pay-out solutions for platforms and marketplaces) to also include Radar (fraud and risk
management), Sigma (customer reporting), Capital (lending and financing), Terminal (in-person
payments), and Issuing (card issuing). These solutions not only create additional monetization
potential but also improve customer experience by providing merchants on Wix’ platform with
additional financial services that can all be managed through Wix’ platform. This makes Wix’
customer relationships more sticky by improving overall engagement and reliance upon the Wix
platform. Similarly, Stripe helped SportsEngine to identify the benefits that could be achieved
through adoption of the Terminal and Radar solutions, in addition to Payments and Connect.
Stripe’s salesforce is trained to solve customer pain points and maximize user satisfaction while
growing the platform.
As a further example, in February 2020 Stripe initially announced its partnership with
Lightspeed POS, an in-store / eCommerce SaaS provider for restaurants and retailers, who
signed up for Stripe Connect along with Stripe Terminal (facilitating in-store payment) and
Sigma (reporting and reconciliation). Speedy onboarding (including high quality APIs), allowed
Lightspeed to go live within three months. In a show of the satisfaction in the Stripe solution set,
in August Lightspeed announced a furthering of their partnership, launching Lightspeed Capital
powered by Stripe. The Lightspeed relationship is indicative of the power of the combined suite
of Stripe products, which allows their partners to benefit both directly (monetization) and
indirectly (increased retention of underlying merchants) with revenue growth via the upselling of
value-added services.
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Figure 7: Methods of monetizing payments for SaaS platforms
Charge customers a fee to
access payments

Platforms can create subscription models with fixed monthly
charges for access to payments with tiered plan options. Plans
can include access to capabilities such as accepting payments or
donations, selling gift cards, POS, subscription management, or
discounting tools.

Mark up transactions

Platforms can charge a mark up on each transaction and earn the
spread earned above Stripe's pricing. Mark ups can be adjusted
based upon the payments plan tier referenced above, with
higher cost plans charging lower mark ups.

Add fees for additional
payment features

Platforms can charge for additional features such as chargeback
protection or faster payouts. For example, platforms can charge
a fixed fee for instant payouts and no fee for regular payouts.

Platforms can charge fixed fees or percentage fees on any
transactions that are made through payment providers other than
Charge a fee for using other
the platform to allow for monetization of all transactions made by
payment gateways
the merchant. For example, Shopify charges up to 2% in
additional fees for use of other payments providers.
With the data that platforms accumulate from transactions,
Charge for custom reporting platforms can build custom reporting and detailed analysis which
and analytics
can then be sold to customers as part of the premium payments
plan tiers or as a separate service.
Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates, Stripe
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SaaS 1.0 to SaaS 3.0 – payments and beyond
Stripe believes that full SaaS platform monetization means more than just integrating payments.
In the evolution of platform monetization, Stripe introduced the concepts of SaaS 1.0 (software
company), SaaS 2.0 (software platform), and the emerging SaaS 3.0 (commerce platform).
SaaS 1.0 - Refers to companies that derive revenue solely from SaaS subscription fees.
Under this first iteration of the software company business model, companies were wholly
reliant upon revenue relating to the sale of software and renewal of subscriptions.
SaaS 2.0 - Includes the introduction of integrated payments, with revenue generation from
payments flowing through the platform. This transforms and extends the business model,
and can lead to improved business valuations. Our panel pointed to the example of Shopify
launching Shopify Payments in 2012.
Figure 8: SHOP's valuation vs. contribution to revenue

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates, FactSet, Visible Alpha

SaaS 3.0 - Expands upon the payments opportunity, with the evolution from a software
platform to a commerce platform. SaaS 3.0 includes the opportunity for POS payments,
card issuing, merchant lending, instant payouts, billing management, etc. Our view is that
all SaaS platforms and marketplaces have the potential to become commerce platforms
over time, and penetration of integrated payments will drive growth both for software
companies and payments companies that are facilitating this evolution.
Figure 9: Stripe enables SaaS platforms and marketplaces to
monetize commerce with relatively small initial investment and
meaningful upside potential, beyond just payments monetization

Figure 10: The evolution from SaaS 1.0 to SaaS 3.0
expands CLTV by an estimated ~2-5x through the addition
of financial services beyond integrated payments

Source: Company presentation

Source: Company presentation
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Why Stripe’s offering is resonating with platforms
“…We could go and build a payment gateway [but] there would be a massive
opportunity cost [and] I think the best you can do is build something [like]
Stripe....” – Tobi Lütke, Shopify CEO

During the panel, SportsEngine shared its experience trying out a number of payments
integration models, ranging from the aggregator model to the ISO model and at one point even
becoming a registered PayFac before moving to Stripe about ~4 years ago. As a PayFac,
SportsEngine learned that there were meaningful hidden costs even beyond the upfront costs
associated with becoming a PayFac – ranging from regulatory, fraud, and risk compliance to
constant investment in updating payments infrastructure and technology to the complexities of
expanding into new markets globally.
Our guest from GI Partners similarly said that they encourage their portfolio companies to look
at the total cost of ownership when determining a chosen path for payments integration, given
that the upfront costs and ongoing maintenance costs may not justify fully bringing payments inhouse (while also noting that this will be different for every business, varying needs, etc.).
During our panel session, there were a few common themes shared for why customers
ultimately chose Stripe as their payments partner:

One panelist stated that software companies
are encouraged to look at the total cost of
ownership when determining a chosen path for
payments integration, given that the upfront
costs and ongoing maintenance costs may not
justify fully bringing payments in-house
(although this will vary by business need)

Financial incentives - Stripe’s services speed up the time to market significantly with
reduced upfront and maintenance costs (relative to the traditional PayFac model) and
greater financial upside (relative to the traditional revenue share or ISO model). With the
revenue share model, companies are restricted to a pre-determined revenue share that
scales linearly with payments volume. As a PayFac, although processing costs can be
optimized (including removal of revenue share with payments partner), there are added
costs of compliance (KYC, PCI, AML, OFAC, etc.) and routine maintenance. Our panelists
noted that even with PayFac enablers that can improve time to market and reduce upfront
costs, there can still be costs to maintain the PayFac infrastructure and prevent
obsolescence, along with the requirement to continually develop solutions in-house when
existing solutions are iterated upon.
Pace of innovation - The phrase “future proofing” was used to describe the adoption of
Stripe’s solutions given the cadence of innovation by the company, both in new financial
services offerings and with improvements to existing solutions and infrastructure. While
Stripe, as an expert in payments and commerce enablement, can build solutions at scale
and focus innovation around those efforts, alternative models (full-fledged PayFac) can
force companies to redirect resources away from the core business and towards building,
maintaining, and improving payments technology to remain compliant and competitive.
Having a partner that can be trusted to remain at the forefront of innovation and
functionality is a major consideration for SaaS platforms and marketplaces when deciding
who to partner with and how to integrate payments into their platform. Stripe also provides
reassurance that the payments and other commerce enablement tools will remain fully
compliant with all regulations and legislative requirements (including KYC / AML). This
saves customers the expense of devoting resources to understanding any changes or
additions to regulatory requirements and associated updates to achieve compliance. In
effect, Stripe handles payments and financial services enablement so that its customers
can focus on their core competencies to continue growing their businesses.
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Importance of enabling global scale - As a PayFac, launching in new markets can
mean significant time to obtain necessary licenses, meet regulatory requirements, form
partnerships within the market, etc. Stripe offers local acquiring in 42 countries (up from
~20 in 2017) and continues to expand into new regions based on customer demand and
strategic growth initiatives, providing its platform partners with the capacity to rapidly
expand to new markets and grow their businesses. The addition of Paystack only bolsters
this capability, with Paystack strong in Nigeria and Ghana (but with plans to expand all over
Africa). Our panel noted that there are different requirements and resource restrictions that
change with each stage in a company’s lifecycle, and Stripe is able to meet the
requirements at every step from startup to large enterprise, domestically to globally, with
best-in-class, cutting edge products and solutions.

Our panel noted that there are different
requirements and resource restrictions that
change with each stage in a company’s
lifecycle, and Stripe is able to meet the
requirements at every step from startup to
large enterprise, domestically to globally

Figure 11: Stripe has more than doubled the number of
countries with local acquiring over the last 3 years

Figure 12: Stripe is approaching the local acquiring capabilities
of other major payment processors and is ahead of Adyen

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates; Note: We assume Nigeria and
Ghana for Paystack, but note plans to expand across all of Africa.

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates; Note: We assume Nigeria and
Ghana for Paystack, but note plans to expand across all of Africa.

Expansion beyond payments – As discussed, Stripe has envisioned a world for
platforms beyond just payments monetization, focusing instead on full commerce
enablement, and platforms are finding that the additional financial services that can be
offered to customers are not only a great source of revenue but also greatly enhance the
customer experience. The ability to offer customers financing through Stripe Capital or
offer the ability to accept in-store payments with Terminal enable the platform’s customers
to grow their businesses more quickly and build their relationship with and reliance on the
platform. Our panelists noted that with the traditional PayFac model platforms would have
to build all of these services on their own, likely involving numerous partnerships and large
investments, by partnering with Stripe platforms can quickly go to market with the full range
of commerce enablement solutions that Stripe offers.
The PayFac decision will differ by business, and isn’t the inevitable conclusion –
As Shopify’s CEO said on an earnings call, even as a large platform there is not necessarily
an incentive to fully build their own capabilities when the alternative is Stripe. He went as
far as to say that the best they could build would probably be something like Stripe. Stripe
is designed to work for platforms of any size, from SMB to large enterprises with billions of
dollars in volumes. With Stripe’s expertise and sole focus on commerce enablement, they
invest heavily in product innovation allowing them to remain at the forefront of product
offerings and financial services integrated software technology, whereas SaaS platforms
and marketplaces have other demands for capital. With partners like Shopify and Lyft,
Stripe effectively dispels the myth that some have that once a platform becomes large it
must operates as a PayFac. Our panel also noted that while Shopify is registered as a
PayFac, Shopify Payments is not built on their PayFac rails (rather, it is built entirely on
Stripe Connect).
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“We were wasting countless hours manually tracking our payouts to sellers with
ACH. When we switched to Connect, we were able to automate our payout
process while rapidly scaling our business. It’s saved us a ton of engineering
work and tracking has been significantly easier.” – Jenny Gonsalves, Lyra VP
of Engineering

When considering the vast number of solutions that now exists for integrated payments (and
broader commerce enablement), Stripe encourages platforms to walk through a “monetization
strategy checklist” consisting of the following questions:
Does your solution maximize CLTV potential with integrated commerce enablement tools?
Does your solution minimize CAC via seamless, compliant onboarding in different
jurisdictions?
Does your solution accelerate global expansion through a single integration, with no
additional entities or registrations required?
Does your solution maintain money transmissions licenses globally for storing and paying
out funds?
Does your solution deliver engineering leverage so your developers can focus on building a
superior, sticky product suite for your customers?
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Stripe Connect as a “Hybrid” Alternative
“Stripe Connect is a set of programmable APIs and tools that lets you facilitate
payments on your software platform, build a marketplace, and pay out sellers
or service providers globally—all while having Stripe handle payments
compliance.” – Stripe Connect website

Stripe Connect
Stripe Connect allows ISVs, marketplaces, and other platforms to “act like a PayFac, but not be
a PayFac”. Stripe Connect was designed specifically for platforms and marketplaces, enabling
the Stripe client to remain outside the flow of funds but still offer the onboarding speed and
elements of control / experience of full-fledged PayFacs. Connect is an assortment of
programmable APIs that allow platforms to quickly launch an integrated payments platform with
both payment acceptance and payouts to sub-merchants and employees, both domestically and
cross-border.
Platforms working with Stripe Connect maintain the fast onboarding with fully customizable
onboarding flows, but Stripe handles all compliance with KYC, AML, OFAC, etc. Further, with
Connect, platforms and marketplaces can scale globally without having to establish bank
accounts and legal entities in new markets. Stripe handles all payment processing and can also
take on 24x7 customer support (with the white label, customized version, platform /
marketplace have the option to take on more of the customer service responsibility), regulatory
and risk compliance, tax reporting, etc. Further, platforms are able to control pricing and fees
charged to merchants (e.g., by adding a margin or mark up on top of Stripe’s fees, alongside
other forms of monetization), allowing them to monetize payments and financial services
provided through their software offering. According to Forrester’s Total Economic Impact, Stripe
Connect reduces average seller onboarding time by two weeks, enables global expansion at a
67% reduced cost, drives incremental revenue by up to 10% by Year 3 (on average), has an
average payback period of <3 months, and generates an average ROI of 364%, based upon
the Stripe clients Forrester interviewed.
Figure 13: Examples of SaaS Platforms and marketplaces
using Stripe Connect

Source: Company data, Stripe Website

Figure 14: Forrester’s Total Economic Impact report found a
364% ROI for platforms that switched to Stripe Connect

Source: Company data, Forrester Research
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Costs of Becoming a PayFac
While the Payment Facilitator model provides the greatest degree of control over integrated
payments, there can be significant time and monetary costs associated with the decision that
make hybrid solutions more optimal for a subset of ISVs, marketplaces, and platforms.
Becoming a traditional PayFac has substantial upfront costs, both monetary and time, to
establish the required infrastructure, comply with regulations, and hire employees with payments
expertise (technical, business, and risk). Beyond the upfront costs, there are ongoing costs that
must also be considered, such as those relating to regulatory changes, costs to keep up with
the pace of innovation, and costs related to market expansion. As a traditional PayFac, it can
take months to expand into new markets given the time required to acquire necessary licenses,
form local partnership, and comply with all local regulations. These ongoing costs to maintain
the payments infrastructure take capital away from investment in the core business. ISVs and
platforms in specific verticals with a greater domestic focus can more easily justify the start-up
costs under a PayFac model, due to less complexity, reduced fraud, and increased
homogeneity of sub-merchants. Global marketplaces deal with vast sub-merchant types and
cross-border complexities that become much more costly to operate as a PayFac.
There are platforms that are available that can ease and expedite the process to become a
PayFac, reducing costs and speeding time to market. At our FinTech Conference in August, we
spoke with Finix, Payrix, and Infinicept, each of which provide a more cost effective method to
become a PayFac and manage ongoing compliance requirements. These companies have
reduced the minimum volume at which the cost of becoming a PayFac can be justified, and help
companies navigate the complexities associated with forming a PayFac for the first time. We
believe that Stripe, other managed PayFac and hybrid options as well as the PayFac enablers all
have the potential to be successful given the expansive market opportunity (with potentially as
many as ~175-200k+ ISVs globally, per ISVWorld and Infinicept), relative levels of nascence
outside the US, and the direction of the market (toward software-led payments).
Figure 15: Illustrative costs of becoming a full-fledged PayFac (under the
historical construct, i.e., excl. the benefits of using a PayFac enabler)

Source: Company data, Stripe, Agile Payments, Credit Suisse estimates
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There are a variety of options ranging from the traditional ISV partnership with an integrated payments provider (simple revenue share with minimal control) to a host of hybrid
approaches that provide greater control without the all of the associated costs and risks. Stripe’s offerings fall under the hybrid category. With Stripe Connect, platforms
receive the benefits of fully customizable and speedy onboarding, control of pricing and fees, payout management, and integrated financial reporting but with lesser support
and compliance burdens, greatly reduced up-front costs, and allows the platform to stay outside the flow of funds.
Figure 16: Between ISV and full-fledged PayFac sit a range of options with varying degrees of control over experience, portability, revenue, costs, and risks

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates, Finix, Infinicept, Payrix; Note: Arrangements along this spectrum are often negotiated and customized, and various partners are able to operate and provide
services across the spectrum (albeit with varying degrees of focus and mix) – i.e., the distinctions and boxes above are more illustrative and not hard rules; We note select circumstances where being a full-
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fledged PayFac is necessary: 1) if the platform has specific fund flows that require money transmission licenses in certain states, 2) if the platform has legacy systems that require registration as a PayFac, 3) if
the platform must hold money for more than 30 days.
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Stripe the leader in Q3 2020 Forrester Wave
In the most recent iteration of The Forrester Wave report for merchant payment providers,
Stripe was ranked the leader of the space, followed closely by Adyen. The research explored
and ranked the offerings of 10 merchant payment providers across 23 criteria (grouped by
Current Offering, Strategy, & Market Presence). Stripe (scoring highest in both the Current
Offering & Strategy categories) and Adyen were followed by Fiserv (First Data), Worldpay (FIS),
PayPal (including Braintree), Worldline, and JPMorgan, all platforms that were listed as strong
performers.

Stripe (scoring highest in both the Current
Offering & Strategy categories) and Adyen
were followed by Fiserv (First Data), Worldpay
(FIS), PayPal (including Braintree), Worldline,
and JPMorgan, all platforms that were listed as
strong performers

Per Forrester, vendor inclusion criteria (for the 10 providers referenced) were: 1) a track record
of enterprise retailers and digital businesses (i.e., target enterprise customers with $1b+ in
annual sales); 2) $100mm+ in payment processing product revenue; and 3) mindshare and
interest among Forrester’s enterprise customer base. The only criteria that Stripe did not
perform well in were “partner ecosystem”, “total processing volume” (although Stripe was at
“hundreds of billions” as of September 2019), and non-card or alternative payments. On the
latter category, we believe this weak point is mitigated by Stripe’s partnership with PPRO, a
leading payments platform that provides direct connects to 150+ LPMs through a single API
(see our recap note from our discussion with the CEO of PPRO at our FinTech conference),
and intentions to add additional APM/LPMs over time.
Figure 17: Stripe was ranked the leader among merchant payment providers in the
Q3 2020 Forrester Wave with the strongest current offering and strongest strategy

Source: Company data, The Forrester Wave: Merchant Payment Providers, Q3 2020, Credit Suisse
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The report noted Stripe is particularly successful at creating algorithms to improve authorization
rates, developing cutting-edge innovations and technology, and providing merchants with
powerful reporting tools. Notably, Stripe was the only provider to receive a 5 out of 5 score in
the “payments for platforms and marketplaces” category, a new category in Forrester’s
analysis. For context, from a competition perspective, we believe Adyen and Worldpay globally,
and Braintree in the US, pose the biggest competitive threat to Stripe, all focusing on
eCommerce and/or mobile card acquiring. From our industry conversations, Stripe is
increasingly noted as a participant in a greater portion of enterprise merchant & large platform
RFP processes, with the only “knock” that the company has some remaining greenspace in
international expansion (although Stripe has largely addressed this topic, and now stands at 42
countries of local acquiring, not including additional markets associated with the acquisition of
Paystack).

Stripe was the only provider to receive a 5 out
of 5 score in the “payments for platforms and
marketplaces” category, a new category in
Forrester’s analysis

Figure 18: Payment methods supported on Stripe by business model, segregated by
regional demographic that is most likely to use the payment method

Source: Company data, Stripe

We believe Stripe is currently the superior option for platforms and marketplaces that have an
interest in the adjacent commerce enablement services such as card issuing, lending, payouts,
additional services, etc. Stripe’s competitive advantages are derived from its ease of integration,
time to market, customizable solutions (Stripe’s ability and willingness to customize the solution
also serves as an advantage in certain cases), and adjacent commerce enablement offerings.
Compared to Adyen, we believe Stripe places a greater emphasis on SaaS platforms and
marketplaces, granting Stripe greater market share in those target areas. For balance, we
believe Adyen has the advantage with businesses that have a greater global presence, given the
extent of Adyen’s global capabilities – e.g., much broader selection of payment schemes, with
250+ APMs/LPMs, compared to Stripes relatively more limited payment scheme optionality
(although we expect Stripe to narrow the gap, adding more APM/LPM over time).
Additionally, we note that compared to traditional acquirers that have had built out solutions
such as issuer processing for many years, Stripe has experienced greater success in marketing
these services to merchants and platforms given the ease of use of the products and simple
integration (vs. issuer processing solutions that were built for traditional financial institutions and
offer more robust services, but are far more complicated and are not as well suited for nonfinancial institution merchants and platforms).
Stripe - Payment Facilitation and Beyond...The Next Frontier in SaaS Monetization
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Stripe-related updates
Partnership with Salesforce to continue enterprise
segment expansion
Concurrent with its announcement that Stripe had been named a leader in The Forrester Wave,
the company also announced that it has partnered with Salesforce to provide the payments
backbone for Commerce Cloud Payments (formerly Demandware, acquired in 2016).
Commerce Cloud Payments will allow enterprises to quickly launch commerce platforms with
integrated payments capabilities. Enterprises benefit from this arrangement with faster time to
market, improved revenue conversion at checkout, and built-in fraud protection. Through this
partnership, Stripe will be well-positioned to help Salesforce’s enterprise customers adapt to the
accelerating shift to eCommerce and mobile commerce. We believe this will add an additional
tailwind to Stripe’s enterprise volume growth, which the company announced had more than
doubled YoY. Stripe has disclosed that the majority of its volumes are sourced via enterprise
customers. Stripe boasts more than 40 category leaders, which are defined by the company as
businesses that process more than $1b annually, as customers. Included among recently
acquired enterprise customers are Atlassian, Maersk, and Mindbody.

Stripe sources the majority of its
volume via enterprise level customers,
with enterprise volume more than
doubling YoY; Stipe now counts 40+
enterprise customers with $1b+ in
volume

Acquisition of Paystack
Stripe recently announced the ~$200mm acquisition of Paystack (Stripe’s largest known
acquisition to date), a Lagos, Nigeria-based company that provides integrated payments
services to companies throughout Africa, ranging from small businesses to large corporations.
Stripe has made clear its intentions of expanding globally, and Paystack helps provide the
company meaningful exposure to Africa. Stripe estimates that online commerce in Africa is
growing at 21% YoY, roughly ~75% faster than the global average. The acquisition adds
60,000 businesses throughout Nigeria and Ghana that use Paystack to Stripe’s customer base,
with large expansion opportunities (Paystack recently started a pilot program in South Africa).
Per the press release, Paystack processes more than 50%+ of all online commerce in Nigeria.
With the financial backing of Stripe, we believe Paystack’s expansion into new regions in Africa
will be accelerated, creating additional market opportunities for the company. Stripe plans to
embed Paystack’s capabilities into their Global Payments and Treasury Network (which
presently facilitates money movement across 42 countries) over time.
Figure 19: Paystack expands Stripe's reach into Africa with complementary products

Source: Company presentation
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Other recent announcements
Partnership with Visa on B2B Payments – In a recently published article in Finextra, it
was announced that Visa would be utilizing Stripe Connect to enable Visa Payables
Automation users to pay suppliers, who would otherwise be unable to accept digital
payments, via a virtual Visa commercial card. This further builds on Visa’s push into B2B
payments and demonstrates the power of Stripe Connect to bring individuals and entities
into the payments ecosystem that are not currently connected to the traditional banking
infrastructure. The service is already live in 30 markets globally and can be setup with
banks that utilize Visa’s commercial cards.
Leadership additions - In August, Stripe appointed Dhivya Suryadevara as Chief
Financial Officer. Dhivya was previously CFO of General Motors and brings experience of
running a Fortune 20, multinational public company. The company also recently announced
the hiring of Mike Clayville as Chief Revenue Officer. Mike’s background is in sales with
experiences at BEA Systems, VMware, and most recently Amazon Web Services (AWS)
where he served as Vice President – Worldwide Commercial Sales and Business
Development.
Stripe Billing upgrades - In June, Stripe released upgrades to its Stripe Billing product to
provide customers with greater control over their subscriptions and provide additional
international payment options with bank debit support in Australia (BECS Direct Debit),
Canada (Pre-Authorized Debits), Malaysia (FPX bank debits), and the UK (Bacs Direct
Debit). The upgrade introduced the customer portal for Billing, which provides platforms
with the ability to give their customers better capacity to manage their subscriptions,
without costing the platforms expensive technology engineering investment to build a
similar interface themselves. Stripe says that more than 100,000 platforms use Stripe
Billing to manage recurring revenue streams (subscriptions). Companies choose Stripe
Billing for invoice support and subscription management because Stripe-hosted invoices
get paid three times faster than typical invoices and Stripe’s automatic card updates and
smart retires allow businesses to recover 41% of failed payments. The addition of bank
direct debit to the aforementioned countries will provide Stripe’s platform customers with a
highly popular payment method for recurring subscription payments.
Direct acquiring, Issuing, & revenue optimization engine - Earlier in the year, Stripe
launched a global direct acquiring program that connects directly to Visa, Mastercard,
American Express, Discover, JCB, and China Union Pay. As of April, Stripe said that it
handled over 250mm API requests daily to facilitate payments, and direct connection to the
networks will allow Stripe to reduce latency and improve authorization rates, which will
directly benefit end users. Stripe also launched Issuing, which allows companies to create
virtual cards in as little as two minute and physical cards in just two days on a self-service
basis, a process that normally takes ~2 months. Being able to issue their own cards allows
companies to easily create employee cards and manage employee spend. Stripe charges
$0.10 per virtual card and $3 per physical card and earns 0.2% + $0.20 on payment
volume after the first $500k in transactions (1% + $0.30 on cross-border transactions). In
addition to direct acquiring and Issuing, Stripe introduced its revenue optimization engine,
which works alongside the company’s fraud-prevention product, Radar, to send payments
and automatically retry payments on optimized routes that maximize authorization rates
without impacting fraud rates. Stripe estimates that the revenue optimization engine will add
an incremental $2.5b in revenue to businesses using Stripe this year.
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Stripe Offerings Overview
For Stripe Payments, the company’s core payments engine offering, Stripe’s rack rate charges
begin at 2.9% + $0.30 (+1% for international cards; +1% for currency conversion) per
successful charge for the standard integrated platform. All cards and digital wallets are charged
the same fee, which includes 3D Secure authentication and the automatic card account updater.
APMs can be added for varying fee structures to better address local payment preferences
globally. We note that for large enterprise customers (which make up the majority of Stripe’s
volume) or those with a unique business models, Stripe works with the customer to design a
custom package (negotiated pricing), and that all pricing shown below is based on the publicly
available standard rates shown on Stripe’s website.
Since introducing Stripe Payments, Stripe has had an impressive cadence of new innovations,
expanding far beyond the standard payment service provider platform. Stripe now offers a range
of offerings including Stripe Connect (a leading marketplace and platform PayFac alternative),
Stripe Issuing (a card issuing platform for virtual and physical cards), Stripe Radar (a fraud
management platform), and Stripe Terminal (an omnichannel POS offering), among others.
Stripe has designed its entire product suite for easy integration, allowing its customers to get to
market more quickly, scale globally, and focus on growing their core business.
Figure 20: Stripe offers a variety of commerce-enablement services beyond payments
Stripe additional service

Description

Pricing

Offering for subscription and/or recurring billing businesses, including ability to customize pricing (e.g., usage-based,
tiered, billing frequency, one-time charges, etc.).

0.5% for Starter package; 0.8% for
Scale Package

For marketplaces and platforms, enabling account setup (i.e., onboarding, 1099 reporting, KYC), including Stipe Instant
Payout to a debit card (Visa Direct) and standard ACH transfers. Connect pricing is usage-based and flexible based on
the capabilities needed, with pricing varying by account type (standard, express, or custom).

$2 per account and 0.25% + $0.25
per ACH payout; instant payout 1%;
account debits 1.5%

Machine-learning enabled fraud, with the ability to adapt to changing fraud patterns. Allows fraud teams to take action
quickly once fraud patterns emerge. Chargeback Protection, insurance against chargeback disputes (i.e., pay a fixed
40bps in exchange for ability to redirect focus back on the business). No evidence submission is required, Stripe
effectively takes on the risk.

$0.05 per transaction (included for
those paying standard pricing); 0.40%
for Chargeback protection

Reporting and data analytics (standard and custom SQL queries) for business operations/intelligence, accounting,
finance, and product management teams.

$0.014 - $0.02 per charge (negotiated
pricing for >50k charges/mo)

Outsourced offering for business start-up and formation, ranging from corporation filing (Delaware), IP documentation,
stock issuance for founders, tax ID (EIN), bank account opening, Stripe accounts, etc.

$500 one-time fee, along with ongoing
costs for Delaware filings, tax prep, etc.

Card issuance platform for both physical and virtual cards. Use cases include employee expense cards, virtual cards for
couriers to pay via mobile, etc. Can also support the entire card stack for digital banks. Includes features such as
dynamic spending limits, merchant category controls, per-user bookkeeping, and other controls. Both Visa and
Mastercard cards are able to be built.

$0.10 per virtual card; $3 per physical
card; 0.2% + $0.20 after first $500k
in transactions; 1% + $0.30 for crossborder transactions; $15 per lost dispute

While all Stripe accounts get 24/7 phone, email, and chat support, this is a white glove, dedicated support offering with a
named individual person as account manager (i.e., prioritized responses).

Starts at $1,800 per month

Unified experience for online and offline sales, and provides a seamless customer experience across channels. Ability to
build custom POS software, all linked to EMV compliant card readers (hardware).

2.7% + $0.05 (+1.0% for
international) for in-store payments;
Hardware options $59 and $299

Expands the service offerings and integration (stickiness) of Stripe's platform via a marketplace of third-party apps that
integrate with Stripe (e.g., accounting, shipping, tax calculation, inventory management).

By third-party app

Instant sign-up corporate expense card, no personal guarantee required. 2% cash back on top two spend categories, and
1% cash back on everything else, includes $50k in free payment processing. Implements custom spend controls (i.e. by
merchant category) with real-time expensing. Integrated with Expensify and Quickbooks Online.
Similar to Square capital - quick and easy onboarding for SMB loans. Repayment is not a term structured interest
payment, but is deducted from daily sales of the merchant as a fixed %.

No fees (annual, foreign, late), no
interest (must pay balance in full
monthly)
One flat fee, no interest, paid as a % of
daily sales

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates
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Figure 21: Global eCommerce (and omnichannel) acquiring platforms
Metric

Valuation

2019E
eCommerce
volume

$29-$54b (CS est.), depending on extent to which PayPal button

$36b

transactions done on Braintree merchant sites are included

(April 2020 financing)

~$280b estimate, ~+25% YoY
(inclusive of gateway and PayPal button transactions)

- 130+ currencies, 45+ countries
Geographic

- Available for merchants based in US, Canada, Australia, Europe,
Singapore, Hong Kong, Malaysia, and New Zealand
- Merchant base more US-focused

Acceptance

~25 unique forms of payment globally, given business is largely US-

methods

focused; PPRO investment/partnership has the potential to expand LPMs

"Hundreds of billions"
(disclosed by management in September 2019, we estimate that volumes
are slightly below Adyen & Braintree when including PayPal transactions)

licenses), e.g., Wells Fargo and Chase Paymentech in the US, AIB

partners &

Merchant Services in Europe, NAB in Australia, etc.

licensing

- PayPal does not serve as an acquirer in any market (acts as either a

~$210b
(Adjusts volume down 12% (reported) to remove offline/in-store volumes)

Paystack; with local/domestic acquiring)

- 65% of net revenue from Europe in 2019

- Paystack Africa expansion and continuing to add countries based on

- 15% North America

importance and merchant needs

- 20% AsiaPac, LatAm, and Rest of World

- Wide range, including SMB and large merchants (e.g., Uber, Airbnb,
Facebook, Pinterest, L)
- Self-service service largely aimed at SMB, but ability to scale with larger

segment

merchants
- Within the smaller merchant category, tends to skew more toward SMB

25+ unique forms of payment globally by year-end 2019 (aiming toward
doubling this number to 50 during 2020); first non-bank to integrate with

250+ payment methods

Cartes Bancaires (France)

- "25mm merchants on the platform" (inclusive of standalone PayPal

merchants

button-only merchants)

Pricing Approach

- Priced differently by region (volume discounts for large customers

- 2.9% + $0.30 for full-stack in the US
- Lower in Europe (e.g., 1.9% + €0.30)
negotiated)

~$160b
(based on ~$780mm eComm & Omni revenue, grossed up assuming

YoY growth in 2018 and 2019)

~50bps net acquiring spread)

- UK/Europe heavy given legacy Worldpay roots

ground serving local merchants); potential to move to ~38 supported by

- 146 countries, 126 currencies

TSYS physical locations

- 33 countries of local presence (including local support staff on the

- eCommerce business in 60 markets, 135+ currencies

300+ payments methods
(potentially expanding due to recent agreement with ACI Worldwide)

140 payment methods

~$400b
(CS est. based on an assumed lower yield given mix of volume that is
processing only, along with disclosure that eCommerce was ~$500mm in
revenue in 2016 growing mid-high teens+)

- 50+ countries and "hundreds" of currencies", with noted more recent
expansion into Mexico, Australia, and China
- Over 100 countries with First Data clients (including in-store)

250+ payment methods

- 58 owned domestic acquiring licenses
- Offers direct domestic /local acquiring in 59 markets (with another 88

- Differentiation via local market, in-store presence at scale (i.e., local

- 50-55 markets "which we are licensed to acquire from merchants",

with cross-border capabilities)

merchants doing in-store in ~33 markets, including local support for all

partially with owned licenses and partially via sponsorships (with plans to

networks) in virtually all markets (including all of Europe)

Australia, Europe, Singapore, and New Zealand

- Obtained an acquiring license in New Zealand (March 2019)

merchants, including SMB)

expand self-sponsorship in a few new markets in 2020); Act as a direct

- Obtained an acquiring license in Argentina (October 2020)

- Unified Commerce Platform (UCP) provides a single omni-channel

acquirer and manage own sponsors in these countries

payments capability via a single API integration

- Spans full gamut of merchants, with a focus on start-ups/SMB

- Serve a range of merchants from the largest retailers and platforms

community, but also working with enterprise level merchants (Lyft,

- Focused on enterprise (large, global, eCommerce and omni-channel)

- Larger merchants, many of which require live contact/support

Target, UnderArmour, etc.)

- Expanding into mid-market

- Cross-border leader globally

- Shopify Payments partner (expands start-up/SMB reach)

- Pursuing SMBs via a platform/ISV approach

- Global digital retailers and leading online travel sites

- Focused almost exclusively on the SMB segment, along with multinational corporations that require cross-border capabilities

- Increasing large enterprise wins (RFP processes)

- "Millions of businesses on Stripe" and "thousands of platforms"

- 3.4k as of December 2017 (last disclosure); this was down from 4.5k

- 40+ users with over $1b in annual payment volume as of October 2020 December 2016 (focused on higher quality merchants); no longer disclosed

on volumes, which is similar to competitors)
- Lower in Europe (e.g., 1.4% + €0.25 for European cards, 2.9% +
€0.25 for non-European cards)

larger than Square's); gains SMB exposure via bank distribution channel

- ~1mm merchants in total for WP (inclusive of offline only merchants)

- 2.5mm merchant locations via Global Payments; 820k via TSYS

- 6mm+ merchant locations

Mix of bundled and interchange plus

Priced to value given high touch sales support

approach for smaller merchants; processing only fees (either a small bps

(net yield ~31bps on legacy WP eCommerce business)

~80bps acquiring spread

competitive on pricing, in part due to scale (i.e., ~40% share in the US,

- 2.9% + $0.30 in the US for standard, smaller merchant pricing
(although larger merchants and/or platforms are able to negotiate based

(PayPal, Yapstone, etc.) to smaller business via Clover (although not quite
into the micro-merchant segment, given even Clover's average merchant is
(Bank of America, Wells Fargo, PNC, etc.)

Interchange ++ for larger merchants, and could employ a bundled
Interchange ++
(net yield ~22bps, which is a blend of fully acquired and gateway, ~70%
vs. 30% mix)

figure or cents per transaction for processing only relationships);
largest acquirer globally)

- Priced differently in each region

- Stripe Billing (recurring business models), Atlas (incorporation, tax & legal

- AuthMax to increase auth rates for CNP

- In-store API-based terminals

- Clover POS for in-store capabilities (omnichannel)

(40bps "insurance"), Stripe Terminal (programmable offline POS), Stripe

separately, including non-processing clients)

- in-store offerings (omnichannel solutions)

- Card issuance capabilities

- Owns both STAR and Accel debit networks (low cost debit routing),

- In-store payments (US, UK, Australia, although set to expand due to

Sigma (business data platform), Stripe Issuing (card issuance, including

- In-store payments and terminal (Unified Commerce), customer insights,

- Data dashboard for customer insights, etc.

- Issuer processing business (potential for improved authorization rates,

along with Acculynk (least-cost routing gateway supporting optimized

iZettle acquisition)

- Card issuance capabilities

- 60+ lenders connected via API (merchant cash advance, no B/S risk)

- Braintree Extend (contextual commerce/sell on another platform)

corporate cards), Stripe Capital (lending via bank partner), Premium

revenue optimization, and other features

- Increased data (FIS issuer processing & banking relationships) to aid in

SCA capabilities, economics)

online transaction routing) helps to prioritize based on approvals, costs, etc.

Support (for complex cases), although support is offered to all merchants

- Launched card issuance business November 2019

increasing authorization rates (management expects ~200bps potential

- Payroll services (e.g., Heartland Payroll)

- Card issuance capabilities

increase, from mid-80%s to high 80%s)

- High-touch local support in 33 markets

- Salesforce on commission, including a Global eCommerce sales team

- 3.5k direct sales people (including ~3k from Global Payments and ~500

(expanding in 2019)

from TSYS)

(with phone-based support available as well depending on case)

- Self-service via Drop-in ("a few lines of code") for smaller
Go-to-market

~$400b
(CS est. based on legacy WP disclosures, $279b in 2017, assumed 20%

acquiring licenses in the US, Brazil, Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia,

services), Radar (machine learning applied to fraud), Chargeback Protection - RevenueProtect risk management solution (being offered to merchants

services

acquired by Fiserv for ~$22b in 2019

Began ramping efforts to get local licenses in 2013/2014 and now owns

- $0.10 per trans + $49 per month for gateway

Additional

Global Business Solutions (GBS) was ~2/3rd of First Data revenue,

(when combined with TSS acquisition)

- Stripe serves as a merchant acquirer (direct licenses via the card

vs. startup vs. Stripe)

Number of

~$50b

(now a part of FIS)

- Gaining some traction with merchants in Europe and Asia

PayFac or ISO, depending on merchant size)

Customer

$43b acquisition price

- ~42 countries as of October 2020 (plus additional markets from

- Regional banking relationships for processing (banks with acquiring
Processing

~$50b

merchants/developers or Customer UI

- Growing Business Development / Salesforce (largely self-serve to

- Combined salesforce with PayPal means a greater presence in countries

developers/startups, but high-touch for larger merchants)

outside core US/Europe

Stripe Connect (marketplaces & platforms), along with recently expanded
Marketplaces

Braintree Marketplace offering, bolstered by the acquisition of

payout capabilities (aiming for 100+ payout countries [over local bank

offering

Hyperwallet for improving the payout capabilities

rails], 90% users with instant payouts, and 1-2 day payouts everywhere,
per Stripe Sessions 2019 in SF)

- Salesforce on commission
- Must ensure regional involvement
- Work streams to ensure sales & engineering coordination

Adyen for Platforms, which aims to smooth onboarding of merchants,

In addition to working with Marketplaces merchants (pure-play

Works with marketplaces, in keeping aligned with overall company

funds movement/payouts, etc. easy and compliant; Recent notable client

eCommerce), also offers programs for Payment Facilitators (onboarding

strategy of focusing on more niche verticals, SMB, and multi-nationals,

win in eBay

sub-merchants, collecting payments, reducing risk, etc.)

where services and added capabilities are valued and compensated

~1.4k as of Q1 2020

~8.2k as of end 2018

Combination of bank partners (both revenue share & JVs), direct sales, and
other partners (agents, ISOs, ISV through CardConnect and BluePay); S-1
filing from 2015 suggests ~2.3k sales people

Noted emphasis on Marketplaces, on-demand
platforms, and aggregators at 2018 investor day, along with capabilities in
digital disbursements, etc.; Programs tailed for Payment Facilitators as
well (e.g., PayPal as a notable customer)

~2,500+
Employees

500+

(vs. ~2k+ at Stripe Sessions September 2019, 2.5k end-year 2019 aim
per CEO, 11FS June 2019; we believe the company is likely approaching

~11k for Global Payments; ~13k for TSYS (TSYS includes issuer
processing business)

~22k at First Data (where merchant acquiring was ~2/3 of the business)

~3k)

- GPTN foundation (Global Payments & Treasury Network)
- Large investors include Tiger Global, Capital G, General Catalyst, etc.
Other

- Single contract and integration for PayPal and Venmo appealing to

- Acquired Touchtech Payments in April 2019 (SCA technology)

smaller merchants (single contract)

- Fast moving engineering team (250+ new features added TTM as of
Stripe Sessions 2019)
- Single integration to access global capabilities of Stripe
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Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

- Notable clients in Dell, Lyft, Apple, Yapstone, PayPal, etc.

- Will customize for clients, "consultancy services" on market expansion
- No single merchant customization (unless applicable to broader platform)
- Top 10 merchants 27% of 2019 net revenue (31% of 2018 net

- Defines eCommerce as pure play eCommerce merchant volume only

- Vertical specific expertise and high-touch customer support, even for

(i.e., the eCommerce associated with an omnichannel client is not

SMB level merchants

revenue)

included, and thus, the actual size of the total eCommerce business is by

- Defines eCommerce as CNP for both pure-play eCommerce merchants

- Top 120 merchants 69% of revenue (2017 stat)

definition under-stated to an extent)

and the eCommerce/CNP portion of their omnichannel merchant clients

- Single integration to access global capabilities of Adyen

- Single integration to access global capabilities via Access Worldpay

- Single integration to (UCP) access global capabilities of Global Payments

launched in September 2020

- A single integration to reach global, omnichannel capabilities (including
more unique, local footprints in high-value markets like India, Argentina,
South Korea, and Philippines)
- Rapid Connect can serve as a middleware layer (although requires an
added hop for transaction data)
- Multiple gateways and platforms (e.g. Payeezy, CardPointe, Clover
Gateway, etc.)
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Companies Mentioned (Price as of 23-Oct-2020)
Adyen (ADYEN.AS, €1568.5)
Amazon com Inc. (AMZN.OQ, $3204.4)
American Express Co. (AXP.N, $100.98)
Comcast Corp. (CMCSA.OQ, $45.06)
Discover Financial Services (DFS.N, $68.0)
Fidelity National Information Services Inc (FIS.N, $144.4)
Fiserv (FISV.OQ, $101.18)
Global Payments (GPN.N, $176.99)
JPMorgan Chase & Co. (JPM.N, $103.81)
Lightspeed POS (LSPD.TO, C$45.02)
Lyft (LYFT.OQ, $26.02)
MasterCard Inc. (MA.N, $329.61)
PayPal (PYPL.OQ, $203.04)
Salesforce.com (CRM.N, $250.52)
Shopify Inc. (SHOP.N, $1026.22)
Square (SQ.N, $176.77)
Visa Inc. (V.N, $198.01)
Wix.com (WIX.OQ, $271.87)
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